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Abstract. This paper describes the implementation and performance of
M-VIA on the AceNIC Gigabit Ethernet card. The AceNIC adapter has
several notable hardware features for high-speed communication, such as
jumbo frames and interrupt coalescing. The M-VIA performance charac-
teristics were measured and evaluated based on these hardware features.
Our results show that latency and bandwidth improvement can be ob-
tained when the M-VIA data segmentation size is properly adjusted to
utilize the AceNIC’s jumbo frame feature. The M-VIA data segmenta-
tion size of 4,096 bytes with MTU size of 4,138 bytes showed the best
performance. However, larger MTU sizes did not necessarily result in
better performance due to extra segmentation and DMA setup over-
head. In addition, the cost of M-VIA interrupt handling can be reduced
with AceNIC’s hardware interrupt coalescing. When the parameters for
the hardware interrupt coalescing were properly adjusted, the latency of
interrupt handling was reduced by up to 170 µs.

1 Introduction

Gigabit Ethernet based clusters are considered as scalable, cost-effective plat-
forms for high performance computing. However, the performance of Gigabit
Ethernet has not been fully delivered to the application layer because of the
TCP/IP protocol stack overhead. In order to circumvent these problems, a group
of user-level communication protocols has been proposed. Examples of user-level
communication protocol are U-Net [1], Fast Message [2], Active Message [3] and
GAMMA [4]. The Virtual Interface Architecture (VIA) [5] has emerged to stan-
dardize these different user-level communication protocols. Since the introduc-
tion of VIA, there have been several software and hardware implementations of
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VIA. M-VIA (Modular VIA) [6] is a software implementation that employs Fast
or Gigabit Ethernet as the underlying platform.

This paper discusses the implementation of M-VIA on the AceNIC Gigabit
Ethernet card. The AceNIC Gigabit Ethernet card has several notable hardware
features which are jumbo frames and interrupt coalescing. Therefore, this paper
presents a study of what effects jumbo frames and interrupt coalescing features
have on the performance of M-VIA.

2 M-VIA Overview

M-VIA is implemented as a user-level library and at least two loadable kernel
modules for Linux. The core module (via ka module) is device-independent and
provides the majority of functionality needed by VIA. M-VIA device drivers
implement device-specific functionality. In M-VIA device drivers, the via ering
module includes operations such as construction and interpretation of media-
specific VIA headers and mechanisms for enabling VIA to co-exist with tradi-
tional networking protocols, i.e., TCP/IP. In this paper, we present our imple-
mentation of M-VIA on the AceNIC by developing a new AceNIC driver module
(via acenic module) for the M-VIA. Also, the via ering module was modified to
support different M-VIA segmentation sizes.

3 AceNIC Hardware Features

3.1 Jumbo Frames

Although jumbo frames are available to transfer large data, the original M-
VIA segmentation size was designed to support the standard Ethernet MTU
size of 1,514 bytes. When M-VIA transfers data, the via ering module organizes
data into pages and then each page is divided into the M-VIA segmentation
size. Then, the via acenic module writes the physical address, length, and other
information of each data segment on the AceNIC’s descriptor. Finally, each data
segment is transferred to the AceNIC’s buffer via DMA. Since segmentation and
DMA setup require substantial amount of processing time, it is important to
reduce the number of data segments.

In our implementation, the M-VIA segmentation size was adjusted to utilize
AceNIC’s jumbo frame feature. M-VIA segmentation size of 8,958 bytes is ob-
tained by subtracting M-VIA data header of 42 bytes from an MTU of 9,000
bytes. With large MTU and segmentation size, the number of M-VIA packets is
significantly reduced. When M-VIA segmentation size is made equal to the page
size, the via ering module needs to only generate one segment for each page. In
this case, we can use an MTU of 4,138 bytes, which is obtained by adding a data
header to M-VIA segment size of 4,096 bytes.
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3.2 Interrupt Coalescing

Interrupt coalescing delays the generation of an interrupt until a number of
packets arrive. The waiting time before generating interrupt is controlled by
setting the AceNIC’s internal timer. The internal timer starts counting clock
ticks from the time when the first packet arrives. The number of coalescing
clock ticks can be changed by modifying module parameters. With the hardware
interrupt coalescing, the host can amortize the interrupt handling cost over a
number of packets and thus save host processing cycles.

Because many Ethernet cards do not support hardware interrupt coalescing,
M-VIA implements this feature in software. When M-VIA sends intermediate
data segments, it does not mark the completion flags of the descriptors, which
are ignored by the interrupt handler. When the completion flag of the final
descriptor is marked, it indicates the completion of the interrupt coalescing. M-
VIA’s software interrupt coalescing conflicts with AceNIC’s because an interrupt
can be generated by the expired timer before M-VIA marks the completion flag
on the final descriptor. Therefore, we maximized the number of coalescing clock
ticks to prevent interrupts from being generated during send operations. However
M-VIA does not implement the interrupt coalescing when it receives data, and
instead depends entirely on the receive interrupt handler of NIC. The cost of
M-VIA’s receive interrupt handling is reduced using the AceNIC’s interrupt
coalescing.

4 Experimental Results

The performance of M-VIA was measured using 800 MHz Pentium III PCs with
256 MB SDRAM and 33 MHz/32-bit PCI bus. The AceNIC Gigabit Ethernet
card used was a 3Com 3C985B-SX. The PCs were running with Linux kernel
2.4. M-VIA latency and bandwidth were measured using vnettest program.

4.1 M-VIA Data Segmentation Size and Hardware MTU

Figure 1 shows the performance of M-VIA with various segmentation sizes. One
interesting observation is that M-VIA segmentation size of 4,096 bytes shows a
sawtooth shape of the curve. This is because fewer packets are generated when
the data size is multiples of the page size. For M-VIA segmentation size of
8,192 bytes, the performance is worse than that of 4,096-byte case until the data
size reaches approximately 50 KB. Although AceNIC was configured to carry
8,192-byte frames, the via ering module segments data by page size. Therefore,
an 8,192-byte frame requires two segmentations and DMA initiation processes
resulting in extra overhead. However, the receiving side can benefit from larger
MTUs for bulk data due to reduced number of interrupts. The segmentation
size of 8,958 bytes shows even worse performance because of extra segmentation
and DMA initiation costs. For data size from 8 KB to approximately 36 KB,
8,958-byte segment size resulted in even worse performance compared to the
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1,472-byte case. This is due to the fact that small frames allow packets to be
sent faster to the receiving side, while large frames have to wait until they are
filled up. However, for data size larger than 36 KB, 8,958-byte case performs
better because small frames generate more frequent interrupts on the receiving
side.

Fig. 1. Performance with various M-VIA segmentation sizes

4.2 Hardware Interrupt Coalescing Feature

The interrupt coalescing of AceNIC is controlled by a pair of parameters (tx coal,
rx coal), which specify the number of coalescing clock ticks for transmission
and reception, respectively. These parameters indicate the duration of packet
send/receive before interrupting the host. Figure 2 shows the M-VIA latency for
AceNIC using 1,514-byte MTU.

When the parameters are set to (1, 1), the interrupt coalescing is disabled for
both transmission and reception. Thus, AceNIC invokes the interrupt handler
routine as soon as a packet arrives. This leads to a minimum latency of 67 µs for
a 32-byte data, but results in significantly longer latencies for larger messages.
The maximum latency difference between (1, 1) and (2000, 90) is approximately
400 µs for 64 KB data. To evaluate the latency of the M-VIA’s software inter-
rupt coalescing, the parameters were set to (2000, 1). The tx coal value of 2,000
is sufficient for M-VIA to complete its transmit operations before the expired
timer generates an interrupt. This results in significantly lower latency than
disabling the interrupt coalescing. The approximate minimum and maximum
latency differences are 2 µs and 212 µs, respectively. To confirm that the hard-
ware interrupt coalescing for receiving data improves performance, experiments
with parameters set to (2000, 90) were performed. The value 90 was determined
experimentally to give the best performance. For data sizes larger than 17 KB,
lower latencies were observed compared to when the parameters were set to
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(2000,1). The maximum latency difference between (2000, 90) and (2000, 1) is
approximately 170 µs for sending a 64 KB data. For data sizes smaller than 17
KB, slightly higher latencies were observed because of the increased waiting time
on the receiving side, but the difference was negligible.

Fig. 2. M-VIA latency with hardware interrupt coalescing feature

Fig. 3. M-VIA vs. TCP/IP

4.3 Comparison of M-VIA and TCP/IP

Figure 3 shows a comparison between M-VIA and TCP/IP in terms of latency
and bandwidth. In this experiment, the 8,192-byte and 8,958-byte segment sizes
were excluded because 4,096-byte segment size resulted in better performance.
When both M-VIA and TCP/IP use the same MTU size of 1,514 bytes, M-VIA
has lower latency than TCP/IP. M-VIA and TCP/IP have minimum latencies
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of 89 µs and 123 µs respectively. The minimum latency difference is 15 µs with
4 KB data. For data sizes larger than 16 KB, the latency difference is approx-
imately 76 µs. M-VIA and TCP/IP have maximum bandwidths of 60.9 MB/s
and 56.9 MB/s, respectively. Comparing M-VIA using MTU size of 4,138 bytes
with TCP/IP, the minimum latency difference is 57 µs with 4 KB data and the
maximum latency difference is 246 µs with 64 KB data. M-VIA has a maximum
bandwidth of 72.5 MB/s with segmentation size of 4096 bytes.

5 Conclusion

We presented our implementation and performance study of M-VIA on the
AceNIC Gigabit Ethernet card by developing a new AceNIC driver for M-VIA.
In particular, we focused on AceNIC’s jumbo frame and interrupt coalescing
features for M-VIA. We experimented with the various M-VIA data segmenta-
tion sizes and MTUs. The M-VIA data segmentation size of 4,096 bytes with
MTU size of 4,138 bytes showed the best performance. Comparing M-VIA using
MTU size of 4,138 bytes with TCP/IP, M-VIA latency improves by approxi-
mately 57∼246 µs and results in maximum bandwidth of 72.5 MB/s. Also the
latency time of M-VIA’s interrupt handling was reduced by up to 170 µs with
the AceNIC’s hardware interrupt coalescing.
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